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Date: November 8th, 2023 
(Time allowed: 60 minutes) 

 
* LISTENING 
You will listen and mark the letter A, B, or C on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to complete 
each of the following questions.  
You will listen to the recording twice.         
Question 1. Linda and her friends taught _____________. 
A. English and Maths  B. Maths and History       C. English and Literature    D. English and History 
Question 2. What did Linda and her friends help the elderly? 
A. talked to   B. went shopping for       C. read books to             D. cooked for  
Question 3. Tom and his friends picked up ____________. 
A. books and paper  B. bottles and books       C. paper and bottles  D. litter in the park. 
Question 4. What did Tom and his friends do? 
A. tutored Maths  B. planted some trees  C. cleaned school  D. cleaned streets 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the 
other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 
Question 5. A. surfing B. picture   C. service   D. nursing home 
Question 6. A. helped  B. picked          C. cleaned   D. laughed 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three in the position of primary 
stress in each of the following questions. 
Question 7. A. hobby  B. careful   C. healthy       D. exchange 
Question 8. A. exercise         B. important                C. vegetables                  D. interesting  
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the best answer to each of the following questions. 
Question 9. My brother likes ______. He has a large stamp collection. 
A. doing gardening            B. doing yoga              C. collecting teddy bears  D. collecting stamp 
Question 10. Jenny enjoys ______ books. She usually goes to the school library to borrow books. 
A. read           B. reading           C. to read   D. is reading  
Question 11. Remember to use a good lip balm if you have ______ in the winter. 
A.  chapped lips         B. earache           C. red spots   D. sunburn 
Question 12. Last summer, I ______ some clean-up activities in my neighbourhood. 
A. join                               B. joined                       C. to join    D. joining 
Question 13. Our son usually ______ basketball with his classmates on Sundays.   
A. collects         B. makes                  C. does   D. plays 
Question 14. Soft drinks are harmful ______ our health. 
A. for          B. at                       C. to    D. in 
Question 15. The Japanese have a healthy diet, ______ they live long lives. 
A. so          B. because            C. and              D. but 
Question 16. ______ does your mother travel to work every day?   - By bus. 
A. How         B. When           C. What   D. Where 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 17. He likes painting at the weekend.  
A. detests    B. hates   C. is interested in   D. be fond of 
Question 18. Anna is very hard-working. She always finishes her homework before going to class. 
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A. lazy    B. active    C. studious   D. careful 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 19. Eating a lot of fast food is not good for children. 
A. junk food   B. healthy food  C. unhealthy food  D. fatty food 
Question 20. The driver is driving too fast. 
A. hardly   B. slowly   C. quickly    D. badly 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the 
following exchanges. 
Question 21. “Do you like reading comic books in your free time?” – “__________” 
A.You’re welcome.  B. No, thanks.   C. Yes, I’d love to.  D. Yes, I do. 
Question 22. “Last year, we planted a lot of trees in our neighborhood.” – “______” 
A. Thank you   B. Yes, I did.   C. Sounds like great work! D.  No, we didn’t. 
Mark the letter A, B, c, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each 
of the following questions. 
Question 23. Linh Anh often spend her free time helping sick children in Tam Anh hospital. 
              A      B       C      D 
Question 24.  She didn’t brought suncream when she went for a picnic yesterday. 
  A        B                 C          D 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct word 
or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

Healthy food is good for you. You need it to (25) ______ shiny hair and strong bones. You should eat 
healthy food because it’s good for your health. The best part about healthy food is that it is (26) ______! 

You should eat four servings of grains every day. You can find grains in bread, rice, and oatmeal. You 
should not forget about milk, cheese (27) ______ yogurt too. They will give you strong bones. Meat, beans, fish, 
and nuts provide your body with iron and protein. You need them to grow your muscle. Fruit and vegetables are 
(28) ______ You should eat many kinds each week! 

Lastly, even though chips and cookies are tasty, only eat a few of them at a time. They are too sweet and 
can cause your teeth to ache. Eat healthy food! Your body will thank you. 
Question 25. A. drink  B. eat    C. have   D. collect 
Question 26. A. delicious B. unhealthy    C. happy   D. fast 
Question 27. A. or  B. but    C. and    D. so  
Question 28. A. import B. important   C. importance    D. unimportant 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer 
to each of the questions.n 

Stamp collecting is an interesting hobby. You can learn many things, such as the geography of a country 
from stamps. Postal stamps are a source of interesting facts and important dates about every country in the world. 
It makes stamp collecting become very popular. 

As you look at the pages of a stamp album, you can learn interesting details of foreign customs, arts, 
literature, history and culture. Their colors can make you feel relaxed and happy. 

Collecting stamps can become a business. If you are lucky in finding a special stamp, it will bring you some 
money besides knowledge and pleasure. 
Question 29. What is the main idea of the passage? 
A. good things from stamp collecting    B. the ways of stamp collecting  
C. the history of stamp collecting     D. famous stamp collectors 
Question 30.  Stamp collecting is an interesting hobby because _____________. 
A. B and C are correct. 
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B. you can learn many things such as the geography of a country from stamps. 
C. stamps give you interesting facts and important dates about a country. 
D. it is very important to collect stamps. 
Question 31. The word “business” in the last paragraph is closest in meaning to _____________. 
A. the activity of selling stamps from other countries.   
B. the activity of buying or selling something. 
C. the activity of buying stamps from other countries.  
D. the activity of collecting stamps. 
Question 32. All of the following are true EXCEPT _____________. 
A. stamps can make you relaxed and happy. 
B. stamps can make you know more.  
C. you can earn money from your collection if you are lucky. 
D. stamp collecting can make you famous. 
Write on your answer sheet the sentence that can be best written from the words given. 
Question 33. How/ you/ help/ people/ flooded areas/ last year? 
à __________________________________________________________________ 
Question 34. We/ not/ do/ morning exercise/ every day. 
à __________________________________________________________________ 
Question 35. My sister/ do/ morning/ exercises/ so/ she/ can/ keep fit. 
à __________________________________________________________________ 
Reorder the given words to make meaningful sentences on your answer sheet. 
Question 36. in/ campaign/ did/ Jack/ participate/ the/ When/? 
à __________________________________________________________________ 
Question 37. last/ up/ Jimmy/ pick/ Did/ litter/ the/ streets/ on/ year/? 
à __________________________________________________________________ 
Question 38. you/ Do/ chess/ evening/ play/ your/ with/ sister/ every/? 
à __________________________________________________________________ 
Write on your answer sheet the sentence that is closest in meaning to the original one in each of the following 
questions, using the word or the phrase in the brackets. 
Question 39. My father loves collecting coins in his free time. (be interested in) 
à My father __________________________________________________________________ 
Question 40.  My brother enjoys watching films. I enjoy watching films, too. (and) 
à My brother __________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

***** 

-----THE END ----- 

 


